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Abstract

Procedural content generation (PCG) studies the al-
gorithmic creation of content (e.g., textures, maps),
typically for games. PCG has become a popular
research topic in recent years, but little has been
done in terms of generalized content generators:
approaches that can generate content for a variety
of games without hand-tuning. We are interested
in exploring statistical algorithms that could lead to
generalized procedural map generators.

1 Introduction

Generating video game content algorithmically (procedural
content generation or PCG), allows players to experience new
and unique content. Most PCG research focuses on domain-
specific approaches. We are trying to address the problem
of generalizable approaches, or approaches that could be ap-
plied to multiple domains without hand-tuning. In particu-
lar, we are interested in statistical approaches. There recently
has been increased interest in using statistical approaches to
model and produce video game maps [Dahlskog et al., 2014;
Guzdial and Riedl, 2015]. Our goal is develop these statistical
approaches to be used across many domains.

1.1 Procedural Map Generation

Procedural content generation (PCG) studies the algorithmic
creation of content [Shaker et al., 2015], typically for video
games. This section discusses techniques for map generation
in 2-D platforming games (e.g., Super Mario Bros.).

We are interested in generators that learn statistical proper-
ties from training maps, and use them to sample new maps.
Some interesting work in this area includes sampling new
maps using n-grams trained on input maps [Dahlskog et al.,
2014], as well as generating maps using a statistical model
trained on gameplay footage [Guzdial and Riedl, 2015].

In addition to the techniques above, there are many other
techniques for generating 2-D platforming game maps. For
example, Smith et. al. experimented with a rhythm-based ap-
proach [Smith et al., 2009], and Mawhorter and Mateas ex-
plored occupancy-regulated extension, a geometry assembly
approach [Mawhorter and Mateas, 2010]. There have even
been map generation competitions for 2-D platforming games
[Shaker et al., 2011]. However, most of the above approaches

are domain-specific, because designing domain-independent
PCG approaches is an open problem.

2 Research Plan

We plan to address the problem of domain-independent PCG
approaches by developing statistical algorithms to learn mod-
els of maps from training data, and create new maps using
those learned models. Our plan includes three steps:

1. Representation Formalism: Maps from different
games often have different representations. For exam-
ple, Spelunky and Diablo III are dungeon exploration
games, but Spelunky uses a 2-D, retro-style, side view
map with squares as the building blocks, whereas Diablo
III uses a 3-D, semi-realistic, top-down view map. Can
we define map representation formalisms which produce
uniform map representations, and can capture the impor-
tant aspects of maps for a wide variety of games?

2. Learning Algorithms: We need to devise new statistical
algorithms for training models from data, and sampling
new maps. What types of models are applicable to map
generation, and how can we apply them to our new map
representations?

3. Evaluation: Metrics must be developed to measure the
quality of the generated maps and the performance of
the algorithms. Which domains should be considered for
testing our algorithms, and what attributes of the maps
and algorithms can be used to measure quality?

3 Progress

3.1 Representation Formalism

We represent input maps using tile arrays. Given a map, we
identify the different objects within the maps (e.g., ground,
enemies, power-up blocks), and re-represent the input maps
using those tile types, yielding a multi-dimensional array of
tile types. Note, for the chosen games the arrays are 2D, but
this can be extended to 3D arrays for 3D games. Figure 1
shows a section of a Super Mario Bros. map and how it is rep-
resented with tiles. Additionally, we have explored the use of
hierarchical map representations, where maps are represented
at multiple levels. The low-level is as before, but an addi-
tional high-level representation is created, where each high-
level tile corresponds to some structure or pattern created us-
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Figure 1: Representation of a Super Mario Bros. map section.

ing the low-level tiles [Snodgrass and Ontanon, 2014]. Ex-
ploring multi-layered hierarchical representations and higher-
dimensional game maps is part of our future work.

3.2 Learning Algorithms

We are exploring Markov models for learning a model from a
set of maps. We use a multi-dimensional extension of Markov
chains (MdMCs) whose network structure includes several
previous states, where previous states can occur in a multi-
dimensional grid. We also experimented with Markov ran-
dom fields (MRFs). We found that MdMCs and MRFs are
able to model two-dimensional training data, such as maps.

We have developed new sampling algorithms for MdMCs,
which are suitable for PCG. One algorithm probabilistically
places the next tile in a map based on a trained model and the
surrounding tiles. The algorithm performs a lookahead func-
tion that is used to avoid configurations of tiles that have not
been encountered during training. If such a state is unavoid-
able, the algorithm falls back to a simpler model and attempts
resampling the tile. Another algorithm we are exploring, uses
constraints during sampling in order to guide the output.

3.3 Evaluation

We are using Super Mario Bros., Loderunner, and Kid Icarus
as the initial testing domains for the above algorithms. Super
Mario Bros. and Kid Icarus are both platforming games, and
Loderunner is a puzzle-platforming game, where paths are
very important within the maps. In the future we plan on
testing with more complex games, such as Metroid.

We use several metrics to evaluate the generated maps and
the chosen algorithm. For the maps, we test the playability
and well-formedness, as well as the linearity and leniency.
For the algorithms, we explore the range of the variety of
maps that the algorithms produce, and the time taken to create
new maps. Additionally, for this conference we explored the
use of domain-specific constraints in order to produce maps
of a desired type. We are investigating more evaluation met-
rics for both the maps and the algorithms, as well as perform-
ing user studies in order to gather human feedback.

4 Conclusion

Statistical procedural content generation approaches have
been gaining attention recently, but little has been done to-

wards generalized content generators. Statistical models are
a viable option for generalized map generators, and we have
made progress by employing Markov models and an abstract
map representation.
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